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ness of their common humanity, mutual respect and esteem-if
not of understanding-many of these friendships have
ted a
lifetime. I think of Jim Mirabal and Walter Ufer, of Albe Martinez (Looking Elk) who worked with Beminghaus for so many
years that even his fellow Indians often called him Albert "Ber_
nie," and of Ben Luhan who posed for so many of Couse's paintings. So closely was he identified with Couse that more people in
Taos today know 'him by the name "Ben Couse" than they do by
his own name.
The Indian was the predominant theme for the paintings of
the group in the early years. Later, as the artists became adjusted
and felt themselves a part of the life of the valley, their interest
broadened and embraced a wide variety of motifs. Skilled in the
craft of painting, they attempted anything and everything, q-om
a spray of wild plum blossom to the dramatic -sweep of storm
clouds over Taos mountain.
It is still too early to evaluate properly the aesthetic significance
of the paintings of the group. but recognition of their contribution to the cultural and economic development of the Southwest
is long overdue.
0
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"The artist's work is part
and patcel of the man:'

"
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H ERE WAS

a time in my student days when I thought
,
that an infallible order of composition underlay the works
of the masters. A kind of mathematical crutch on which
they equilibrated their subject matter. I had still to learn that
the source of all design lies' in the intuitive mind of the artist and
not in any theory of space division. Every forceful creative idea,
.'
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I now believe, will shape its own means of expression m_a manner
inseparable from the man ~~ without the use of that which is
independent of him.
All methods designed for dividing a rectangle into ideal and
interrelated PaItS give but one answer-static unity. None are
generative; all expire in the presence of motron. The mistake
that the authors of methods make is in not realiziIig that a work
of art is a metaphor and not a computation of visual facts. What
is individual in art also makes it exclusive and locks it in its own
time.
It would be hard to believe that a single mathematical system
could channel both the serenity of Giotto and the, ecstatic upward movement of El Greco. Quite,as unlikely as to expect "cubism," which builds a structure along the lines of its inherent logic,
to bring forth a curvilinear order.
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Every influential art form, I think, has its origin in the mind of
a single man, even though the twin innovations of Picasso and
Braque seem to deny it.
When ideas are torn from their organic moorings'and become
the propeny of all, they lose vitality and degenerate into, conglomerate forms. There must always be an inner connection be..
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tween a person and the ideas he employs, or the melodic power of
spirit will be denied him.
Technique in painting (unless it be the chemistry of color) is
not something to be learned apart from content. The nature of a

concept will determine to an extent the form it is to assume.
During the past forty years or more, a change of emphasis has
taken place in painting from a narrative and illusional form to a
boldly decorative and enigmatic one. Color. the medium of paint-·
ing, is no longer made subservient to imitating effects, but is
stressed as an end in itself. A picture is again intended to be an
object of beauty in its own right and not merely a window to a
make-believe world. In many instances the artist has abandoned
worldly objects entirely or transformed them into new unities.
T ~ ask him to slavishly accept natural phenomena would be to
deny him freedom of expression. Nature is not art, and is impossible to use without its undergoing change.
No human eye has ever seen the whole of a grain of sand in a
glance. Everything we look at gives us but a partial and distorted
view of itself. There is a vast distinction between what we know
of an object and ,vhat we can see of it at any moment. A large section always remains hidden from our sight. In painting, however,
its total form can be effectively implied.
The ancient Chinese painters. who were more philosophically
minded than some of our "realists," extended the boundaries of
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common experience through the' happy union of the essential
norm of things with the true proportion of one imag:e in relation'.
to another.
The truth of the visible world resides in us.
I

-

ABOUT D. H. LAWRENCE
Frieda Lawrence
no real battle between me and Christianity.
Perhaps there is a certain battle between me and noncon·
formity, because at the depth my nature is catholic. But I
believe in the all.avershadowing God. I believe that Jesus is one
of the Sons of God: not, however, the only Son of God. I think.
that the men who believe in the all.avershadowingGod will naturally form a Church of God. That is, I believe in a Church, and
I believe in secret ---doctrine, as against the VUlgarity of noncon- _
formity. I believe in an initiated priesthood'and in cycles of eso·
teric knowledge. I believe in the authority of the Church, and
in the power of the priest to grant absolution.
.
"So that on the religious fundamentals, there is no break between me and the Catholic Cnurch.
"But I canm:-t believe in a Church of Christ. Jesus is only one
of the Sons of Almighty God. There are many -saviours-there is
only one God. There will be more saviours, but God is one God.
So that the Great Church of the future will know other saviours:
men are saved variously, in various lands, in various times, in
various centuries. A church established on the Almighty God,
but having temples to the various saviours, is the true way of man.
"The great disaster is that each religion tends to assert one exclusive saviour. One hates Christianity because it declares there
is only one way to God. A true church would know that there are
a few great roads to God, and many, many small tracks~
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